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A NECKLACE OF LOVE  5
MON DESIR  In C#  In Bb  6

SLEEPING AND DREAMING  6
THE NIGHTINGALE'S SONG  In A#  In F  73

THE DREAM-MAKER  MAN  6
THE SILVER MOON  In E  In D  5

EIN LIEDCHEN  7½
EIN HELDENLIED  3
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A Necklace of Love.
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light of the skies, in a little one's eyes, And a

necklace of two little arms. Of two little arms that are

clinging, (Oh never was a necklace like this!) And the

wealth o' the world, and love's sweetness impelled, In the
joy of a little one's kiss.

necklace of love for my lady, Tha was linked by the angels a-

p dolce.

bove. No other but this and a tender, sweet kiss That

dolce.

sealeth a little one's love.
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